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Q-LINEAR DEPENDENCE OF CERTAIN BESSEL MOMENTS
YAJUN ZHOU
ABSTRACT. Let I0 and K0 be modified Bessel functions of the zeroth order. We use Vanhove’s differential
operators for Feynman integrals to derive upper bounds for dimensions of the Q-vector space spanned by
certain sequences of Bessel moments{∫ ∞
0
[I0(t)]
a[K0(t)]
bt2k+1d t
∣∣∣∣k ∈ Z≥0} ,
where a and b are fixed non-negative integers. For a ∈ Z∩ [1,b), our upper bound for the Q-linear dimen-
sion is ⌊(a+ b− 1)/2⌋, which improves the Borwein–Salvy bound ⌊(a+ b+ 1)/2⌋. Our new upper bound
⌊(a+b−1)/2⌋ is not sharp for a = 2,b = 6, due to an exceptional Q-linear relation ∫∞0 [I0(t)]2[K0(t)]6td t =
72
∫∞
0 [I0(t)]
2[K0(t)]6t3d t, which is provable by integrating modular forms. We further propose some con-
jectures, in the spirit of Bailey–Borwein–Borwein–Crandall, about the exact Q-linear dimension for the
Q-vector space spanned by certain sequences of Bessel moments, and examine their arithmetic implica-
tions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We define modified Bessel functions of the zeroth order as I0(t)=
1
π
∫ π
0 e
t cosθ dθ and K0(t)=
∫∞
0 e
−t coshu du,
where t > 0. For certain non-negative integers a,b and k, the Bessel moments
IKM(a,b;2k+1) :=
∫ ∞
0
[I0(t)]
a[K0(t)]
bt2k+1 d t (1.1)
are interesting objects to both physicists and mathematicians. In the graphical language of physicists,
they represent Feynman diagrams in 2-dimensional quantum field theory [4], and also contribute to the
finite part of renormalized perturbative expansions in (4−ε)-dimensional quantum electrodynamics [34,
35]. From the analytic perspective of mathematicians, every well-defined sequence of Bessel moments
{IKM(a,b;2k+1)|k ∈ Z≥0} is completely determined by the first few terms and a linear recursion [12],
and certain Bessel moments are related to critical L-values attached to special modular forms [15, 46].
According to the theory of Borwein–Salvy [12], we have the following recursions for sequences of
Bessel moments satisfying a+b ∈ {5,6} and a ∈ Z∩ [0,b):
3
∑
j=0
(−1) jpa+b, j( j+ k+1)IKM(a,b;2 j+ k) = 0 (1.2)
where [4, (11)]
p5,0(x) = x6 p6,0(x) = x7
p5,1(x) = 35x4+42x2+3 p6,1(x) = x(56x4 +112x2+24)
p5,2(x) = 259x2+104 p6,2(x) = x(784x2+944)
p5,3(x) = 225 p6,3(x) = 2304x.
(1.3)
From the recursions above, one might deduce upper bounds dimQ spanQ{IKM(a,b;2k+1)|k ∈ Z≥0} ≤ 3
for these sequences of Bessel moments involving 5 or 6 Bessel factors in the integrands. However,
for a+ b ∈ {5,6} and non-vacuum diagrams satisfying a ∈ Z∩ [1,b), such upper bounds are not tight
enough. It has been shown by Bailey–Borwein–Broadhurst–Glasser [4, §5.10] that 45IKM(2,3;5) =
228IKM(2,3;3)−16IKM(2,3;1), and several similar sum rules have been proposed and checked up to
1200 decimal places.
Conjecture 1.1 (Bailey–Borwein–Broadhurst–Glasser [4, §§5.1, 5.5, 6.1, 6.2, 6.4]). The following inte-
gral identities are true: ∫ ∞
0
I0(t)[K0(t)]
4t(16−228t2+45t4)d t = 0, (1.4)∫ ∞
0
[K0(t)]
5t(16−228t2+45t4)d t = 24, (1.5)∫ ∞
0
[I0(t)]
2[K0(t)]
4t(2−85t2+72t4)d t = 0, (1.6)∫ ∞
0
I0(t)[K0(t)]
5t(2−85t2+72t4)d t = 0, (1.7)∫ ∞
0
[K0(t)]
6t(2−85t2+72t4)d t = 15
2
. (1.8)
In our recent work [46, §3], we have verified (1.4) through explicit evaluations of IKM(1,4;1),
IKM(1,4;3) and IKM(1,4;5). In [50, Lemma 3.4], we confirmed (1.6) and (1.7), using a special differ-
ential operator of fourth order; a similar service was performed on (1.5) and (1.8) in [47, Proposition 5.3
and Lemma 5.8]. In §2 of this paper, we give a unified proof of all the identities in Conjecture 1.1, along
with a generalization to arbitrarily many Bessel factors, as described in the theorem below.
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Theorem 1.2 (Q-linear dependence of certain Bessel moments). When a ∈ Z∩ [1,b),b ∈ Z≥2, the set
{IKM(a,b,2k+1)|k ∈ Z∩ [0, (a+b−1)/2]} (1.9)
is linearly dependent over Q, and
dimQ spanQ{IKM(a,b,2k+1)|k ∈ Z≥0} ≤ ⌊(a+b−1)/2⌋. (1.9′)
When n ∈ Z≥2, the set
{1}∪ {IKM(0,n,2k+1)|k ∈ Z∩ [0, (n−1)/2]} (1.10)
is linearly dependent over Q, and
dimQ spanQ{IKM(0,n,2k+1)|k ∈ Z≥0} ≤ ⌊(n+1)/2⌋. (1.10′)
In the statements above, ⌊x⌋ stands for the greatest integer less than or equal to x.
Here, we point out that the inequality in (1.9′) follows immediately from the Q-linear dependence of
the set in (1.9), because the Borwein–Salvy theory [12, Theorem 1.1] has already provided us with a
linear recursion with non-vanishing integer coefficients, involving ⌊(a+ b+ 3)/2⌋ consecutive terms in
the corresponding sequence {IKM(a,b,2k+1)|k ∈ Z≥0}. Thus, our upper bound given in (1.9′) is exactly
one dimension smaller than what is inferrable from the Borwein–Salvy recurrence. Meanwhile, the
inequality in (1.10′) gives the same upper bound onQ-linear dimension as the Borwein–Salvy recursion.
What is new here is that theQ-linear basis can be constructed from a subset of {1}∪{IKM(0,n,2k+1)|k ∈
Z∩ [0, (n−3)/2]}, rather than a subset of vacuum diagrams {IKM(0,n,2k+1)|k ∈ Z∩ [0, (n−1)/2]}.
We initially had thought that the bound in (1.9′) could no longer be improved, until a numerical coun-
terexample IKM(2,6;1) = 72IKM(2,6;3) suggested otherwise. Extending some modular techniques
developed in [46], we will verify this surprising Q-linear dependence in §3, along with a few related
results in the theorem below.
Theorem 1.3 (Some exceptional sum rules). If we define
IKM̂(4,4;3) :=
∫ ∞
0
[I0(t)K0(t)]
2
{
[I0(t)K0(t)]
2− 1
4t2
}
t3d t (1.11)
as an “honorary Bessel moment”, then we have the following identities:
IKM(4,4;1)−72IKM̂(4,4;3) = 7log2
2
, (1.12)
IKM(3,5;1)−72IKM(3,5;3) = − 5π
2
12
, (1.13)
IKM(2,6;1)−72IKM(2,6;3) = 0, (1.14)
IKM(1,7;1)−72IKM(1,7;3) = 7π
4
48
. (1.15)
Moreover, the set {π,IKM(1,7;1),IKM(1,7;5),IKM(2,6;1),IKM(2,6;5)} is algebraically dependent,
under the constraint of a non-linear sum rule
7π4 IKM(2,6;1)−6912[IKM(1,7;1)IKM(2,6;5)− IKM(1,7;5)IKM(2,6;1)] = 45π
6
16
. (1.16)
It is perhaps tantalizing to think about the possibilities of sharpening the upper bounds in (1.9′) and
(1.10′) into exact values ofQ-linear dimensions (see, for example, the suggestion from Bailey–Borwein–
Borwein–Crandall [3, Conjecture 4.2]). In §4, we show that such possibilities largely remain open
questions, in that they require detailed knowledge about the arithmetic nature (viz. irrationality and tran-
scendence) of Bessel moments, to be formulated as Conjectures 4.3 and 4.4. Drawing on our recent
proofs [48, 46, 47] of several empirical formulae proposed by Broadhurst and coworkers [4, 24, 21, 15],
we report on some partial solutions to Conjectures 4.3 and 4.4.
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2. APPLICATIONS OF VANHOVE’S DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS TO Q-LINEAR DEPENDENCE
As in our recent work [47, §2], we introduce abbreviations for off-shell Feynman diagrams
I˜KM(a+1,b;m|u) :=
∫ ∞
0
I0(
√
ut)[I0(t)]
a[K0(t)]
btm d t, (2.1)
IK˜M(a,b+1;m|u) :=
∫ ∞
0
K0(
√
ut)[I0(t)]
a[K0(t)]
btm d t, (2.2)
whenever the non-negative integers a,b,m ∈ Z≥0 ensure convergence of the integrals. For a smooth
bivariate function f (t,u), we define D0 f (t,u) = f (t,u), and Dn+1 f (t,u) = ∂
∂u
Dn f (t,u) for all n ∈ Z≥0. For
convenience, we will also write Dn f (t,1) for evaluating Dn f (t,u) at u = 1, and so forth.
Vanhove’s operator L˜n is an nth order holonomic differential operator in the variable u, which acts
on off-shell Feynman diagrams I˜KM(a,n+ 2− a;1|u),a ∈ Z∩ [1, (n+ 2)/2) to produce constants. For
example, Vanhove’s third- and fourth-order operator can be written explicitly as follows [43, Table 1,
n = 4 and n = 5]:
L˜3 := u
2(u−4)(u−16)D3+6u(u2−15u+32)D2
+ (7u2−68u+4)D1+ (u−4)D0, (2.3)
L˜4 := u
2(u−25)(u−9)(u−1)D4+2u(5u3−140u2+777u−450)D3
+ (25u3−518u2+1839u−450)D2+ (3u−5)(5u−57)D1+ (u−5)D0. (2.4)
They satisfy the following differential equations of Vanhove’s type [47, Lemmata 2.2 and 3.1]:
L˜3 I˜KM(2,3;1|u) = 0, ∀u ∈ (0,4);
L˜3 I˜KM(1,4;1|u) = −3, ∀u ∈ (0,16);
L˜3 IK˜M(1,4;1|u) = 34 , ∀u ∈ (0,∞).
(2.5)

L˜4 I˜KM(2,4;1|u) = 0, ∀u ∈ (0,9);
L˜4 I˜KM(1,5;1|u) = −152 , ∀u ∈ (0,25);
L˜4 IK˜M(1,5;1|u) = 32 , ∀u ∈ (0,∞).
(2.6)
In what follows, we use Vanhove’s differential equations to produce an algorithmic proof of Theorem
1.2, which also recovers Conjecture 1.1 as special cases.
Theorem 2.1 (Sum rules for arbitrarily many Bessel factors). For each n ∈ Z>0, there exists a non-zero
polynomial fn(ξ) ∈ 1n+4Z[ξ] whose degree does not exceed ⌊(n+1)/2⌋, such that the following inhomoge-
neous sum rule ∫ ∞
0
[K0(t)]
n+2t fn(t
2)d t = (n+1)! ≡ Γ(n+2) (2.7)
holds. Accordingly, the same polynomial applies to a homogeneous sum rule∫ ∞
0
[I0(t)]
a[K0(t)]
n+2−at fn(t2)d t = 0, (2.8)
where a ∈ Z∩ [1, (n+2)/2).
As a result, the statements about Q-linear dependence in Theorem 1.2 are true.
Proof. We recall from [47, Lemma 4.2] that we have the following differential equations of Vanhove’s
type: 
L˜n I˜KM(1,n+1,1|u) = − (n+1)!2n ,
L˜n IK˜M(1,n+1,1|u) = n!2n ,
L˜n I˜KM( j,n+2− j,1|u) = 0, ∀ j ∈ Z∩ [2, n2 +1],
L˜n IK˜M( j,n+2− j,1|u) = 0, ∀ j ∈ Z∩ [2, n+12 ],
(2.9)
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which can be verified through the relations{
tL˜nI0(
√
ut) = (−1)
n
2n L
∗
n+2
I0(
√
ut)
t
,
tL˜nK0(
√
ut) = (−1)
n
2n L
∗
n+2
K0(
√
ut)
t
,
(2.10)
and integrations by parts in the variable t. Here,
L∗n+2g(t,u) =
n+2
∑
k=0
(−1)k ∂
k
∂tk
[λn+2,k(t)g(t,u)], (2.11)
defines the formal adjoint to the Borwein–Salvy operator
Ln+2 =Ln+2,n+2 =
n+2
∑
k=0
λn+2,k(t)
∂k
∂tk
, (2.12)
which in turn, is constructed by the Bronstein–Mulders–Weil algorithm [25, Theorem 1]:{
Ln+2,0 =
(
t dd t
)0
,Ln+2,1 = t
d
d t ,
Ln+2,k+1 = t
d
d tLn+2,k − k(n+2− k)t2Ln+2,k−1, ∀k ∈ Z∩ [1,n+1].
(2.13)
We also remind our readers of the fact that the Borwein–Salvy operator Ln+2 is the (n+1)st symmetric
power of the Bessel differential operator, so that it annihilates everymember in the set {[I0(t)]a[K0(t)]n+1−a|a ∈
Z∩ [0,n+1]}.
As we specialize the procedure of integration by parts in [47, (4.24)] to u = 1, we have
0 =
∫ ∞
0
I0(t)
t
Ln+1{[K0(t)]n}d t =
∫ ∞
0
I0(t)
t
Ln+1,n+1{[K0(t)]n}d t
=
∫ ∞
0
I0(t)
d
d t
Ln+1,n{[K0(t)]n}d t−n
∫ ∞
0
tI0(t)Ln+1,n−1{[K0(t)]n}d t
= − (−1)nn!−
∫ ∞
0
Ln+1,n{[K0(t)]n}
d I0(t)
d t
d t
−n
∫ ∞
0
tI0(t)Ln+1,n−1{[K0(t)]n}d t. (2.14)
From [47, Lemma 4.2], we know that all subsequent integrations by parts will not result in any bound-
ary contributions like (−1)nn!. Without loss of generality, we assume that n ∈ Z≥2, and carry on the
computations above a few steps further:
(−1)nn! = −
∫ ∞
0
I1(t)Ln+1,n{[K0(t)]n}d t−n
∫ ∞
0
tI0(t)Ln+1,n−1{[K0(t)]n}d t
=
∫ ∞
0
{
d[tI1(t)]
d t
−ntI0(t)
}
Ln+1,n−1{[K0(t)]n}d t
+2(n−1)
∫ ∞
0
t2I1(t)Ln+1,n−2{[K0(t)]n}d t
= − (n−1)
∫ ∞
0
tI0(t)Ln+1,n−1{[K0(t)]n}d t
+2(n−1)
∫ ∞
0
t2I1(t)Ln+1,n−2{[K0(t)]n}d t. (2.15)
Arguing along this line, and exploiting the following identities for m ∈ Z≥0:
d
d t
[t2m+1I1(t)] = 2mt
2mI1(t)+ t
2m+1I0(t), (2.16)
d
d t
[t2mI0(t)] = t
2mI1(t)+2mt
2m−1I0(t), (2.17)
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we have
(−1)nn! =
∫ ∞
0
[K0(t)]
nL∗n+1
I0(t)
t
d t
= (n−1)
∫ ∞
0
[tAn,⌊(n−1)/2⌋(t2)I0(t)+ t2Bn,⌊(n−2)/2⌋(t2)I1(t)][K0(t)]n d t (2.18)
where An,⌊(n−1)/2⌋ (resp. Bn,⌊(n−2)/2⌋) is a polynomial with integer coefficients, whose degree does not
exceed ⌊(n−1)/2⌋ (resp. ⌊(n−2)/2⌋).
By a similar procedure, with the following identities for m ∈ Z≥0:
d
d t
[t2m+1K1(t)] = 2mt
2mK1(t)− t2m+1K0(t), (2.19)
d
d t
[t2mK0(t)] = − t2mK1(t)+2mt2m−1K0(t), (2.20)
we can deduce from [47, (4.26)] the following equation:
−(−1)n(n−1)! =
∫ ∞
0
I0(t)[K0(t)]
n−1L∗n+1
K0(t)
t
d t
= (n−1)
∫ ∞
0
[tAn,⌊(n−1)/2⌋(t2)K0(t)− t2Bn,⌊(n−2)/2⌋(t2)K1(t)]I0(t)[K0(t)]n−1 d t. (2.21)
Bearing in mind the Wron´skian relation I0(t)K1(t)+ I1(t)K0(t)=
1
t
, we may subtract (2.21) from (2.18),
arriving at
(−1)n(n−2)!(n+1) =
∫ ∞
0
tBn,⌊(n−2)/2⌋(t2)[K0(t)]n−1d t. (2.22)
Choosing fn−3(ξ) = (−1)
n
n+1 Bn,⌊(n−2)/2⌋(ξ) ∈ 1n+1Z[ξ], we can verify the first sentence in our theorem.
So far, we have verified the inhomogeneous sum rules for vacuum diagrams in any loop order. With
the last two lines in (2.9), we can establish the homogeneous sum rules for non-vacuum diagrams in a
similar vein, if not simpler. 
Remark As a service to the quantum field community, we list our computations of fn(t2),n ∈ Z∩ [1,10]
in Table I. Clearly, the entries f3 and f4 allow us to verify all the identities declared in Conjecture 1.1.
(It is our hope that, by working a little harder, one can perhaps show that fn(ξ) ∈ Z[ξ] and fn(0) = 2n+1
for all n ∈ Z>0. However, we are not going to pursue in this direction, as it will not affect the qualitative
structure of Q-linear dependence.) 
TABLE I. The first ten polynomials that satisfy the inhomogeneous sum rules (2.7)
n fn(t2)
1 4−3t2
2 8(1−4t2)
3 16−228t2 +45t4
4 16(2−85t2 +72t4)
5 64−7344t2 +17720t4 −1575t6
6 128(1−291t2 +1662t4 −576t6)
7 256−181056t2 +2199408t4 −1974168t6 +99225t8
8 256(2−3335t2 +80370t4 −155256t6 +28800t8)
9 1024−3936000t2 +179222016t4 −669169296t6 +304572636t8 −9823275t10
10 2048(1−8708t2 +722853t4 −4861164t6 +4513680t8 −518400t10)
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Remark Let C = 1
240
√
5π2
Γ
(
1
15
)
Γ
(
2
15
)
Γ
(
4
15
)
Γ
(
8
15
)
be the “Bologna constant” attributed to Broadhurst
[13, 4] and Laporta [34]. The results IKM(2,3;1) =
√
15π
2 C, IKM(2,3;3) =
√
15π
2
(
2
15
)2 (
13C + 110C
)
and IKM(2,3;5) =
√
15π
2
(
4
15
)3 (
43C+ 1940C
)
were confirmed by Bailey–Borwein–Broadhurst–Glasser [4,
§5.10]. In [46, §2], we wrote a short proof for IKM(1,4;1) = π2C based on Wick rotations, which
simplified the arguments by Bloch–Kerr–Vanhove [11] and Samart [38]; we then verified the formu-
lae IKM(1,4;3) = π2
(
2
15
)2 (
13C− 110C
)
and IKM(1,4;5) = π2
(
4
15
)3 (
43C− 1940C
)
using Eichler integrals
[46, §3]. In retrospect, we could have dispensed with the computations of Eichler integrals, in favor of
some algebraic manipulations related to Vanhove’s operators. Indeed, in [47, §2], we demonstrated that
the determinant
det
(
IKM(1,4;1) IKM(1,4;3)
IKM(2,3;1) IKM(2,3;3)
)
=
2π3√
3355
(2.23)
followed from factorizations of certain Wron´skians related to L˜3, which would enable us to evaluate
IKM(1,4;3) algebraically, drawing on the knowledge of the other three matrix elements. The sum
rule (1.4), provable by the Vanhove procedure outlined above, now provides us with an algebraic route
towards the closed form of IKM(1,4;5). 
3. HANKEL–VANHOVE MECHANISM AND EXCEPTIONAL SUM RULES
To prove Theorem 1.3, we will need to investigate certain modular forms on the Chan–Zudilin group
Γ0(6)+3 = 〈Γ0(6),Ŵ3〉 [28], which is
Γ0(6) :=
{(
a b
c d
)∣∣∣∣a,b,c,d ∈ Z;ad−bc = 1;c ≡ 0(mod6)} (3.1)
adjoining an involution Ŵ3 :=
1√
3
(
3 −2
6 −3
)
. In the meantime, we will revisit our treatment of the 8-Bessel
problems in [46, §5], with some extensions and simplifications.
3.1. Chan–Zudilin representations of Bessel moments and their Hankel fusions. As pointed out by
Chan–Zudilin [28, (2.2)], the group Γ0(6)+3 enjoys a Hauptmodul
X6,3(z) :=
[
η(2z)η(6z)
η(z)η(3z)
]6
, z ∈ H := {τ ∈ C| Imτ > 0}, (3.2)
expressible in terms of the Dedekind eta function η(τ) := eπiτ/12∏∞n=1(1−e2πinτ), τ ∈H. This Hauptmodul
satisfies the following invariance properties:
X6,3(γ̂z) = X6,3(z), ∀z ∈ H, γ̂ ∈ Γ0(6), (3.3)
X6,3(Ŵ3z) = X6,3(z), ∀z ∈ H, (3.4)
where we have set T̂ z := az+b
cz+d
for T̂ =
(
a b
c d
)
, by convention.
Moreover, in [28, (2.5)], Chan–Zudilin introduced a notation
Z6,3(z) :=
[η(z)η(3z)]4
[η(2z)η(6z)]2
, z ∈ H (3.5)
for a modular form of weight 2 on Γ0(6)+3. It transforms as follows:
Z6,3(γ̂z) = (cz+d)
2Z6,3(z), ∀z ∈ H, γ̂ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ0(6), (3.6)
Z6,3(Ŵ3z) = −3(2z−1)2Z6,3(z), ∀z ∈ H. (3.7)
The modular form Z6,3(z) and the Hauptmodul X6,3(z) are both useful in the evaluation of Bessel
moments, as shown by the proposition below.
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Proposition 3.1 (Modular parametrization of Bessel moments). We have
I˜KM(2,3;1| −64X6,3(z)) :=
∫ ∞
0
I0
([
2η(2z)η(6z)
η(z)η(3z)
]3
t
i
)
I0(t)[K0(t)]
3td t
=
π2
16
Z6,3(z), (3.8)
IK˜M(2,3;1| −64X6,3(z)) :=
∫ ∞
0
K0
([
2η(2z)η(6z)
η(z)η(3z)
]3
t
i
)
[I0(t)K0(t)]
2td t
=
π2
96
[1−3(2z−1)2]Z6,3(z), (3.9)
I˜KM(1,4;1| −64X6,3(z))+4IK˜M(1,4;1| −64X6,3(z))
=
∫ ∞
0
I0
([
2η(2z)η(6z)
η(z)η(3z)
]3
t
i
)
[K0(t)]
4td t+4
∫ ∞
0
K0
([
2η(2z)η(6z)
η(z)η(3z)
]3
t
i
)
I0(t)[K0(t)]
3td t
=
π3
8i
(2z−1)Z6,3(z), (3.10)
for z = 12 + iy,y ≥ 12√3 , where u = −64X6,3(z) ∈ (0,4]. For u = −64X6,3(z) ∈ [4,∞), the relation in (3.9)
remains a valid modular parametrization for the Bessel moment
∫∞
0 K0(
√
ut)[I0(t)K0(t)]2td t, where{
u = −64X6,3(z) ∈ [4,16], z = 12 + i2√3e
iϕ,ϕ ∈ [0, π3 ],
u = −64X6,3(z) ∈ [16,∞), z = 16(1+ eiψ),ψ ∈ [π3 ,π).
(3.11)
Proof. Both (3.8) and (3.9) can be verified in three steps. First, using integration by parts and symmetric
powers of Bessel differential operators [47, Lemma 4.2], one checks that f (u)= I˜KM(2,3;1|u) [or f (u)=
IK˜M(2,3;1|u)] satisfies a homogeneous differential equation
u2(u−4)(u−16) f ′′′(u)+6u(u2−15u+32) f ′′(u)+ (7u2−68u+64) f ′(u)+ (u−4) f (u) = 0. (3.12)
Second, one notes that every solution to such a homogeneous differential equation must assume the
form f (−64X6,3(z)) = Z6,3(z)(c0 + c1z+ c2z2) for constants c0,c1,c2 ∈ C [44, Theorems 1 and 3]. Third,
examining special values (including asymptotic behavior) of the function in question, one determines
the constants c0,c1,c2.
Here, the third step deserves further explanations.
For (3.8) (see also [46, (3.1.6)]), we have the following asymptotic behavior [4, (54)]:
lim
z→ 12+i∞
I˜KM(2,3;1| −64X6,3(z)) =
∫ ∞
0
I0(t)[K0(t)]
3td t =
π2
16
. (3.13)
Meanwhile, the relation limz→ 12+i∞Z6,3(z) = 1 follows from (3.5) and the definition of the Dedekind eta
function as an infinite product. Thus one immediately determines c0 =
π2
16 ,c1 = c2 = 0.
For (3.9), we need two observations: (i) The function IK˜M(2,3;1| −64X6,3(z)) analytically continues
across the point z= 12 +
i
2
√
3
, and remains holomorphic in an open neighborhood of the ray z= 12 + iy,y> 0;
and (ii) To remain compatible with the transformation laws in (3.4) and (3.7), we must have
IK˜M(2,3;1| −64X6,3(z)) := {k0[1−3(2z−1)2]+ k1(2z−1)}Z6,3(z) (3.14)
on the ray z = 12 + iy,y > 0. To compute the constants k0,k1 ∈ C, we rely on two quick facts: (1) We
have IK˜M(2,3;1|u) = 132 log2 4u +O(logu), as u → 0+ [50, (3.18)–(3.19)], so k0 = π
2
96 ; (2) We have
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IKM(2,3;1) = IK˜M(2,3;1|1) = IK˜M
(
2,3;1
∣∣− 64X6,3(12 + i√52√3)) = I˜KM(2,3;1∣∣− 64X6,3(12 + i√52√3)) =
π2
16Z6,3
(
1
2 +
i
√
5
2
√
3
)
, as can be inferred from [46, Table 1] and (3.8), so k1 = 0.
The proof of (3.10) (which corrects a misprinted sign in [46, (5.1.33)]) is similar to that of (3.9). See
[46, Proposition 5.1.4] for details. 
Corollary 3.2 (Analytic continuations of Bessel moments). Let J0(x) :=
2
π
∫ π/2
0 cos(xcosϕ)dϕ≡ I0(ix), x ∈
R and Y0(x) := −2π
∫∞
0 cos(xcoshu)du, x ∈ (0,∞) be Bessel functions of the zeroth order. For z/i > 0, the
following identities hold:∫ ∞
0
J0
([
2η(2z)η(6z)
η(z)η(3z)
]3
t
)
I0(t)[K0(t)]
3td t =
π2
16
Z6,3(z), (3.15)
∫ ∞
0
J0
([
2η(2z)η(6z)
η(z)η(3z)
]3
t
)
[I0(t)K0(t)]
2td t =
πz
4i
Z6,3(z), (3.16)
∫ ∞
0
Y0
([
2η(2z)η(6z)
η(z)η(3z)
]3
t
)
[I0(t)K0(t)]
2td t =
π
(
z2+ 16
)
4
Z6,3(z). (3.17)
Furthermore, we have the following relation for z/i > 0:∫ ∞
0
J0
([
2η(2z)η(6z)
η(z)η(3z)
]3
t
)
[K0(t)]
4td t−2π
∫ ∞
0
Y0
([
2η(2z)η(6z)
η(z)η(3z)
]3
t
)
I0(t)[K0(t)]
3td t
=
π3z
4i
Z6,3(z). (3.18)
Proof. The definitions of J0(x), x ∈ R and Y0(x), x ∈ (0,∞) can be analytically continued to J0(z),z ∈ C,
Y0(z),z ∈ Cr (−∞,0], through which one can define the Hankel functions of zeroth order H(1)0 (z) =
J0(z)+ iY0(z),z ∈ Cr (−∞,0] and H(2)0 (z) = J0(z)− iY0(z),z ∈ Cr (−∞,0].
Thus, the relation J0(x) = I0(ix), x ∈ R allows us to deduce (3.15) from (3.8). The identity 2πiK0(y) =
H
(1)
0 (iy) = J0(iy)+ iY0(iy),y > 0 reveals (3.16) and (3.17) as natural consequences of (3.9).
One can check that (3.18) is an analytic continuation of (3.10), as in [46, Proposition 5.1.4]. 
As in [15, 46, 49], we introduce the following cusp form of weight 6 and level 6:
f6,6(z) :=
[η(2z)η(3z)]9
[η(z)η(6z)]3
+
[η(z)η(6z)]9
[η(2z)η(3z)]3
=
[Z6,3(z)]2
2πi
dX6,3(z)
dz
. (3.19)
This cusp form featured prominently in Broadhurst’s conjectures [15, (142)–(146)] that related IKM(a,8−
a;1),a ∈ {1,2,3,4} to special values of the L-function:
L( f6,6, s) :=
1
Γ(s)
∫ ∞
0
f6,6(iy)(2πy)
sdy
y
. (3.20)
In the next theorem, we recapitulate from [46, §5] our verification of Broadhurst’s conjectures, along
with some key simplifications.
Theorem 3.3 (Broadhurst representations for 8-Bessel problems). (a) We have
IKM(4,4;1) = L( f6,6,3), (3.21)
IKM(3,5;1) =
π2
4
L( f6,6,2), (3.22)
IKM(2,6;1) =
π4
8
L( f6,6,1), (3.23)
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IKM(1,7;1) =
π4
4
L( f6,6,2). (3.24)
(b) We have the following identity:
7π2L( f6,6,1) = 36L( f6,6,3), (3.25)
which entails
14IKM(2,6;1) = 9π2 IKM(4,4;1). (3.26)
Proof. (a) As in [46], we refer to the Parseval–Plancherel identity for Hankel transforms, namely∫ ∞
0
[∫ ∞
0
J0(xt)F(t)td t
][∫ ∞
0
J0(xτ)G(τ)τdτ
]
xd x =
∫ ∞
0
F(t)G(t)td t (3.27)
as “Hankel fusion”. Applying Hankel fusions to (3.15) and (3.16), one can verify (3.21)–(3.23)
(cf. [15, (143)–(145)], [46, (1.2.7)–(1.2.9)], [49, (23)–(25)]).
Moreover, applying the Hilbert cancelation formula [46, (4.2.19)]∫ ∞
0
[∫ ∞
0
J0(xt)F(t)td t
][∫ ∞
0
Y0(xτ)F(τ)τdτ
]
xd x = 0 (3.28)
to F(t) = I0(t)[K0(t)]3, one can deduce (3.24) (cf. [15, (146)], [46, (1.2.8)], [49, (24)]) from (3.15)
and (3.18). (See [46, Lemma 4.2.4] for the connection between (3.28) and Hilbert transforms.)
A comparison between (3.22) and (3.24) then leads us to a sum rule IKM(1,7;1) = π2 IKM(3,5;1)
[15, (148)], which can also be verified by real-analytic properties of Hilbert transforms [48, Theorem
3.3], without invoking special L-values.
(b) To begin, we note that the Hilbert cancelation formula can be extended to∫ ∞
0
[∫ ∞
0
J0(xt)F(t)td t
][∫ ∞
0
Y0(xτ)G(τ)τdτ
]
xd x
+
∫ ∞
0
[∫ ∞
0
J0(xt)G(t)td t
][∫ ∞
0
Y0(xτ)F(τ)τdτ
]
xd x = 0, (3.29)
for suitably regular F and G. Setting F(t) = I0(t)[K0(t)]3 and G(t) = [I0(t)K0(t)]2 in the equation
above, while referring back to (3.15)–(3.18), we obtain
π4i
6
∫ i∞
0
f6,6(z)(1+18z
2)dz− 1
2π
IKM(2,6;1) = 0. (3.30)
Using (3.23), we can further deduce that∫ i∞
0
f6,6(z)(7+72z
2)d z = 0, (3.31)
which is our goal. 
Unlike our previous formulation of [46, Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.2.2], the proof above requires no
contour deformations. Instead, it relies only on the properties of Hilbert transforms, and is essen-
tially real-analytic. Thus, contrary to our statement in the closing paragraph of [48], the sum rule
14IKM(2,6;1) = 9π2 IKM(4,4;1) is not beyond the reach of Hilbert transforms.
3.2. Vanhove reflections and modular cancelation formulae. As seen from the Table II, the Vanhove
operator L˜3 = −L˜∗3 is skew-symmetric. If we define the commutator as [A,B] = AB−BA, then we have[
L˜3,
3log(−u)−4log(4−u)+ log(16−u)
192
D0
]
= 3(uD2+D1)+
[
2
(u−4)2 +
1
3(u−4) +
8
(u−16)2 +
2
3(u−16)
]
D0. (3.32)
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TABLE II. A partial list of Vanhove operators L˜n for u < 0, reformulated from [43, Table 1] so as
to highlight the parity of each individual operator
n L˜n
1
√
u(u−4)D1
[√
u(u−4)D0
]
2 D1[u(u−1)(u−9)D1]+ (u−3)D0
3 D1
{√
u2(u−4)(u−16)D1
[√
u2(u−4)(u−16)D1
]}
+
√
u(u−8)D1
[√
u(u−8)D0
]
4 D2[u2(u−1)(u−9)(u−25)D2]+D1[u(5u2 −98u+285)D1]+ (u−5)D0
5
D2
{√
u3(u−4)(u−16)(u−36)D1
[√
u3(u−4)(u−16)(u−36)D2
]}
+D1
{√
u2(5u2 −168u+1020)D1
[√
u2(5u2 −168u+1020)D1
]}
+
√
u(u−12)D1
[√
u(u−12)D0
]
Now suppose that f ,g ∈ ker L˜3 and define 〈 f ,g〉 :=
∫ 0
−∞ f (u)g(u)du, then we can evaluate the integral
3〈 f , (uD2+D1)g〉+
∫ 0
−∞
f (u)g(u)
[
2
(u−4)2 +
1
3(u−4) +
8
(u−16)2 +
2
3(u−16)
]
du (3.33)
by collecting all the boundary contributions from integration by parts. We will refer to this trick as a
Vanhove reflection on the pair f ,g ∈ ker L˜3.
Theorem 3.4 (Exceptional sum rules via Vanhove reflections). If we define
ϕ6,6(z) := f6,6(z)
{
2
[−64X6,3(z)−4]2
+
1
3[−64X6,3(z)−4]
}
, (3.34)
χ6,6(z) := f6,6(z)
{
8
[−64X6,3(z)−16]2
+
2
3[−64X6,3(z)−16]
}
, (3.35)
then we have
IKM(2,6;3) = − π
5
3i
∫ i∞
0
[ϕ6,6(z)+χ6,6(z)]dz =
IKM(2,6;1)
72
, (3.36)
− π
2
192
+ IKM(3,5;3) =
4π4
3
∫ i∞
0
[ϕ6,6(z)+χ6,6(z)]zdz =
IKM(3,5;1)
72
+
π2
1728
, (3.37)
7 log2
144
+ IKM̂(4,4;3) =
16π3
3
∫ i∞
0
[ϕ6,6(z)+χ6,6(z)]z
2dz =
IKM(4,4;1)
72
, (3.38)
leading to
dimQ spanQ{IKM(2,6,2k+1)|k ∈ Z≥0} ≤ 2. (3.39)
Proof. Plugging
f (u) = g(u) =
∫ ∞
0
J0(
√−ut)I0(t)[K0(t)]3td t = I˜KM(2,3;1|u), u < 0 (3.40)
into (3.33), we have vanishing boundary contributions, so (3.33) must be equal to〈
f ,
[
L˜3,
3log(−u)−4log(4−u)+ log(16−u)
192
D0
]
g
〉
= − 〈L˜3 f , [3 log(−u)−4log(4−u)+ log(16−u)]g〉
192
− 〈[3 log(−u)−4log(4−u)+ log(16−u)] f , L˜3g〉
192
= 0. (3.41)
Thus, a Vanhove reflection leads us to the first equality in (3.36), thanks to the Bessel differential equation
(uD2+D1) I˜KM(2,3;1|u) = 14 I˜KM(2,3;3|u).
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Performing a Vanhove reflection on f (u) = I˜KM(3,2;1|u),g(u) = I˜KM(2,3;1|u) [resp. f (u) = g(u) =
I˜KM(3,2;1|u)], and carefully handling boundary contributions from integrations by parts, we can verify
the first equality in (3.37) [resp. (3.38)]. Here, for (3.38), we also require the following observation
(uD2+D1) I˜KM(3,2;1|u) = 1
4
∫ ∞
0
J0(
√−ut)
{
[I0(t)K0(t)]
2− 1
4t2
}
t3d t. (3.42)
To verify the identity above, we need a variation on [50, (3.32)]:
lim
T→∞
∫ 0++iT
0+−iT
H
(1)
0 (i
√−uz)[H(1)0 (z)H(2)0 (z)]2zdz = 0, (3.43a)
lim
T→∞
∫ 0++iT
0+−iT
H
(1)
0 (i
√−uz)
{
[H(1)0 (z)H
(2)
0 (z)]
2− 4
π2z2
}
z3dz = 0, (3.43b)
where the contours close to the right. Spelling out the Hankel functions using the Bessel functions, we
can turn the last pair of vanishing integrals into∫ ∞
0
J0(
√−ut)[πI0(t)K0(t)]2td t
=
∫ ∞
0
J0(
√−ut)[K0(t)]4td t−2π
∫ ∞
0
Y0(
√−ut)I0(t)[K0(t)]3td t, (3.44a)∫ ∞
0
J0(
√−ut)
{
[πI0(t)K0(t)]
2− π
2
4t2
}
t3d t
=
∫ ∞
0
J0(
√−ut)[K0(t)]4t3d t−2π
∫ ∞
0
Y0(
√−ut)I0(t)[K0(t)]3t3d t, (3.44b)
for u < 0. Hitting the Bessel differential operator on the right hand side of (3.44a) [which is equivalent
to a combination of (3.16) and (3.18)], we can deduce (3.42) from (3.44b).
Before verifying the second halves of (3.36)–(3.38), we transcribe the Chan–Zudilin base-change
formulae [28, (3.3)–(3.5)] into the following identities
2434ϕ6,6(z) =
[P−1/3(1−2α3(z))]4[1−2α3(z)]
πi
∂α3(z)
∂z
, (3.45)
33
2
f6,6(z)+2
434χ6,6(z) = −
[P−1/3(1−2α3(2z))]4[1−2α3(2z)]
πi
∂α3(2z)
∂z
, (3.46)
for z/i > 0. Here, the Ramanujan cubic invariant (see [9, Chap. 33, §§2–8] and [1, Chap. 9])
α3(z) :=
(
[η(z/3)]3
3[η(3z)]3
+1
)−3
=
(
[η(z)]12
27[η(3z)]12
+1
)−1
(3.47)
maps the positive Imz-axis bijectively to the open unit interval (0,1); the Legendre function of degree
−1/3 [8, p. 22, (1.6.28)]
P−1/3(cosθ) =
2
π
∫ θ
0
cos β3√
2(cosβ− cosθ)
dβ, θ ∈ (0,π) (3.48)
satisfies [9, Chap. 33, (5.24)]
z =
iP−1/3(2α3(z)−1)√
3P−1/3(1−2α3(z))
, z/i > 0. (3.49)
In view of the relations above, we arrive at the second equality in (3.36), after canceling out the contri-
butions from the right-hand sides of (3.45) and (3.46) as
∫ 1
−1 x[P−1/3(x)]
4 d x− ∫ 1−1 x[P−1/3(x)]4 d x = 0,
and referring back to (3.23). Similarly, the second equality in (3.38) follows from a trivial identity∫ 1
−1 x[P−1/3(x)]
2[P−1/3(−x)]2 d x = 0 along with (3.21). To deduce the second equality in (3.37), we need
both (3.22) and a closed-form evaluation
∫ 1
−1 x[P−1/3(x)]
3P−1/3(−x)d x = −9
√
3
4π [45, (64)]. 
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Corollary 3.5 (Consequences of exceptional sum rules). The identities (1.15) and (1.16) are true.
Proof. We recall the following relations for Crandall numbers
π2 IKM(3,5;1)− IKM(1,7;1)=0,
π2 IKM(3,5;3)− IKM(1,7;3)= π4
27
,
π2 IKM(3,5;5)− IKM(1,7;5)= π4
28
,
(3.50)
which had arisen from numerical experiments of Broadhurst–Mellit (see [21, (7.10)] or [15, (149) in
Conjecture 5]) before being verified algebraically (see [48, §3.2] or [49, §3]). The first two equations of
these allow us to deduce (1.15) from (3.37).
The following determinant
det
IKM(1,7;1) IKM(1,7;3) IKM(1,7;5)IKM(2,6;1) IKM(2,6;3) IKM(2,6;5)
IKM(3,5;1) IKM(3,5;3) IKM(3,5;5)
 = 5π8
2193
(3.51)
had been discovered numerically (see [21, (7.11)] or [15, (163)]) before a mathematical proof was found
[47, §4]. According to (3.50), the determinant above must be equal to
det
IKM(1,7;1) IKM(1,7;3) IKM(1,7;5)IKM(2,6;1) IKM(2,6;3) IKM(2,6;5)
0 π
2
27
π2
28
 . (3.52)
Then, we subtract 172 times the first column from the second column, while referring to (1.14)–(1.15), so
as to equate the last determinant with
det
IKM(1,7;1) − 7π
4
3456 IKM(1,7;5)
IKM(2,6;1) 0 IKM(2,6;5)
0 π
2
27
π2
28
 . (3.53)
Therefore, the non-linear sum rule (1.16) is true. 
4. QUESTIONS OF IRRATIONALITY AND TRANSCENDENCE
4.1. Transcendence criteria of Baker and Nesterenko. In physical parlance [31, 34], the word “tran-
scendental” may loosely apply to any value assumed by a non-elementary function at an algebraic ar-
gument. This abuse of terminology is in conflict with the mathematical definition of transcendental
numbers as non-algebraic complex numbers. Even though some transcendental functions (such as the
exponential function exp :C −→C and the modified Bessel function I0 :C −→C) do map non-zero alge-
braic numbers to non-algebraic complex numbers [42, §2], there is no guarantee that a non-elementary
function must assume a transcendental value at generic algebraic arguments [10].
In spite of the conundrum, there is still a folklore among quantum field theorists that Feynman dia-
grams indeed evaluate to (mathematically defined) transcendental numbers when they look like tran-
scendental numbers [40, p. 3]. We often hear high energy physicists referring to Apéry’s constant
ζ(3) = ∑∞n=1n
−3 as a “transcendental” (see, for example, [31, two lines below (58)]), even though the
transcendence of the 3-loop vacuum diagram
IKM(0,4;1) =
∫ ∞
0
[K0(t)]
4td t =
7ζ(3)
8
(4.1)
has not yet been settled mathematically.
Before stating our own conjectures (in §4.2) about the arithmetic nature of Bessel moments, we feel
it appropriate to paraphrase two significant results in transcendental number theory, due to Baker and
Nesterenko, respectively. Their breakthroughs were not only remarkable milestones of the last century,
but also important tools in the studies of Feynman diagrams.
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Theorem 4.1 (Baker [7, Theorem 1]). Let a,b ∈ Q∪ {∞} be algebraic numbers or infinity. Pick two
non-zero polynomials P(z),Q(z) ∈Q[z] with algebraic coefficients, such that degP(z) < degQ(z), and all
the roots of Q(z) are simple (with multiplicity 1). For a path in the complex plane joining a to b, the
following integral
I[a,b;P(z),Q(z)] :=
∫ b
a
P(z)
Q(z)
dz (4.2)
is either 0, transcendental, or undefined, that is, we have I[a,b;P(z),Q(z)] ∈ (CrQ)∪{0} whenever the
integral is absolutely convergent.
Theorem 4.2 (Nesterenko [37, Corollary 4]). Let z be a quadratic irrational in the upper half-plane (also
known as a CM point), and define Jacobi’s Thetanullwerte θ(z)=∑n∈Z en
2πiz, then the set
{
π, [θ(z)]2,e2πiz
}
is algebraically independent over Q, that is,
trdegQ
(
π, [θ(z)]2,e2πiz
)
= 3. (4.3)
In view of the integral formulae∫ e
1
d x
x
= 1 and
∫ 1
0
d x
1+ x2
=
π
4
, (4.4)
we see that Baker’s theorem incorporates the classical results e /∈ Q (due to Hermite [32]) and π /∈ Q
(due to Lindemann [36]) as special cases. As pointed out by Baker [6], a weaker form of his criterion,
corresponding to degP(z) < degQ(z) ≤ 2, was previously established by Gelfond [30], as a follow-up of
the latter’s solution to the seventh problem of Hilbert.
Nesterenko’s criterion for algebraic independence greatly improves Siegel’s previous result on tran-
scendence of elliptic periods [41]. For example, Siegel’s theory predicts that the following elliptic inte-
grals are transcendental:∫ 1
0
d x√
x(1− x)
(
1− 12 x
) =
[
Γ
(
1
4
)]2
2
√
π
,
∫ 1
0
d x√
x(1− x)
(
1− 2−
√
3
4 x
) = 31/4
[
Γ
(
1
3
)]3
24/3π
, (4.5)
but says nothing about the arithmetic nature of either Γ
(
1
4
)
or Γ
(
1
3
)
. In contrast, plugging the evaluations
[θ(i)]2 = 1
2π3/2
[
Γ
(
1
4
)]2
and [θ(i
√
3)]2 = 3
1/4
24/3π2
[
Γ
(
1
3
)]3
into Nesterenko’s theorem, we obtain
trdegQ
(
π,Γ
(
1
4
)
,eπ
)
= 3 and trdegQ
(
π,Γ
(
1
3
)
,eπ
√
3
)
= 3, (4.6)
which establish the transcendence of Γ
(
1
4
)
and Γ
(
1
3
)
, a fortiori. Although Chudnovsky’s earlier result
[29] also entails trdegQ
(
π,Γ
(
1
4
))
= 2 and trdegQ
(
π,Γ
(
1
3
))
= 2, Nesterenko’s criterion is applicable to
a wider context. For example, the relation trdegQ(π, [θ(i
√
15)]2) = 2, which is relevant to quantum field
theory (see Theorem 4.5 below), is only available from Nesterenko’s theorem. (As a side note, using
Schneider’s theory for the transcendence of abelian integrals [39, Satz II], one can deduce that π[θ(z)]2
is transcendental for every CM point z.)
4.2. Conjectures on arithmetic nature of Bessel moments. Partly motivated by the transcendence for
linear forms of logarithms (Theorem 4.1) and certain expressions involving elliptic integrals (Theorem
4.2), Kontsevich and Zagier proposed a new approach [33, Principle 1] to transcendental number theory,
based on the analysis of periods. A Kontsevich–Zagier period is an absolutely convergent integral of
an algebraic function with algebraic coefficients over an algebraic domain (a region in Rn specified by
algebraic inequalities). By raising the spatial dimensions, one can also rephrase this working definition
of Kontsevich–Zagier periods using “rational function with rational coefficients” instead of “algebraic
function with algebraic coefficients” [33, §1.1].
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In the Schwinger parameter space, an on-shell Feynman diagram qualifies as a Kontsevich–Zagier
period [14]. For example, the n-loop sunrise diagram is represented by a motivic integral (see [14,
§§9.1–9.2] or [43, §8])
2n IKM(1,n+1;1) =
∫ ∞
0
d x1
x1
· · ·
∫ ∞
0
d xn
xn
1(
1+∑nk=1 xk
)(
1+∑nk=1
1
xk
)
−1 . (4.7)
Within the past decade, algebraic and arithmetic properties of such motivic integrals were carefully
investigated by Schnetz [40], Bloch–Kerr–Vanhove [11], Brown–Schnetz [27], among others who work
in the mathematical theory of quantum fields. Recently, Brown has provided a very promising insight
into irrationality and transcendence [26], through the lens of Kontsevich–Zagier periods on M0,n, the
moduli space of rational curves with n marked points. In a certain sense, these motivic integrals are
high-dimensional analogs of Baker’s integral in (4.2), as well as the elliptic periods studied by Siegel
[41], Schneider [39], Chudnovsky [29] and Nesterenko [37].
It is our hope that one day at least one expert in algebraic geometry and/or number theory could lay
firm ground for the following folklore about Feynman diagrams.
Conjecture 4.3 (Transcendence of Bessel moments). Suppose that we have an absolutely convergent
integral IKM(a,b;n) :=
∫∞
0 [I0(t)]
a[K0(t)]btnd t, for a certain choice of integers a,b,n ∈ Z≥0. Either one
of the following two scenarios must happen:
(A) The convergent Bessel moment IKM(a,b;n) is expressible as a polynomial of π with algebraic
coefficients, namely, IKM(a,b;n) ∈Q[π];
(B) The set {π,IKM(a,b;n)} is algebraically independent over Q, that is, trdegQ(π,IKM(a,b;n)) = 2.
Furthermore, whether IKM(a,b;n) belongs to type (A) or type (B) depends only on the choice of a,b
and the parity of n.
Here, for the type (A) scenario, we expect the Bessel moment IKM(a,b;n) to involve π through addi-
tions and multiplications that arise from “typical” operations on Kontsevich–Zagier periods [33, p. 776].
We do not anticipate algebraic dependence on π in such forms as
√
π, π+23π+4 , and so forth. In Theorem 4.5
below, we will describe our current knowledge of particular solutions that support Conjecture 4.3.
A less ambitious goal is to establish Q-linear independence for certain Bessel moments, instead of
algebraic independence. A challenging problem in this direction is articulated below.
Conjecture 4.4 (Q-linear dimensions for sequences of Bessel moments). When a ∈ Z∩ [1,b),b ∈ Z≥2,
and |a−2|+ |b−6| > 0, the set
{IKM(a,b,2k+1)|k ∈ Z∩ [0, (a+b−3)/2]} (4.8)
is linearly independent over Q, and
dimQ spanQ{IKM(a,b,2k+1)|k ∈ Z≥0} = ⌊(a+b−1)/2⌋. (4.8′)
When n ∈ Z≥2, the set
{1}∪ {IKM(0,n,2k+1)|k ∈ Z∩ [0, (n−3)/2]} (4.9)
is linearly independent over Q, and
dimQ spanQ{IKM(0,n,2k+1)|k ∈ Z≥0} = ⌊(n+1)/2⌋. (4.9′)
Despite the very subtle differences between the statements of Theorem 1.2 and Conjecture 4.4, we
note that the latter is much harder than the former, even for IKM(0,n,2k+1) with small values of n. In
Theorem 4.7, we will reveal what is currently known about Conjecture 4.4.
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TABLE III. Known instances of Bessel moments that support Conjecture 4.3
a+b a b Parity of n Type of IKM(a,b;n)
1
0 1 odd (A)
0 1 even (A)
2
0 2 odd (A)
0 2 even (A)
3
0 3 even (B)
1 2 odd (A)
1 2 even (B)
4 1 3 odd (A)
5
1 4 odd (B)
2 3 odd (B)
4.3. Partial results on transcendence of Feynman integrals. We now showcase someBessel moments
IKM(a,b;n) with small values of a+ b, whose arithmetic nature can be explicitly derived from their
closed-form evaluations.
Theorem 4.5 (Arithmetic nature of some Bessel moments). We can confirm the dichotomy in Conjecture
4.3 for all the special cases in Table III.
Proof. First we prove the type (A) cases.
The explicit formulae IKM(0,1;n) = 2n−1
[
Γ
(
n+1
2
)]2
and IKM(0,2;n) =
√
π
[
Γ
(
n+1
2
)]3
4Γ( n2+1)
(representing ra-
tional numbers times integer powers of π) are well known [4, (7)]. For k ∈ Z≥0, it has been established
that IKM(1,2;2k+1) is a rational multiple of
√
3π [4, (23)], and IKM(1,3;2k+1) is a rational multiple
of π2 [4, (55)]. In each of these cases, we have an algebraic number times a non-negative integer power
of π: IKM(a,b;n) ∈Q×πZ≥0 , which fits the type (A) description, a fortiori.
Then we study the type (B) cases.
We recall from [4, (39) and (41)] that
IKM(0,3;0) =
3
[
Γ
(
1
3
)]6
217/3π
, IKM(0,3;2) =
IKM(0,3;0)
9
− π
4
24IKM(0,3;0)
. (4.10)
For any k ∈Z≥0, the Bessel moment IKM(0,3;2k) is a rational combination of IKM(0,3;0) and IKM(0,3;2),
according to a recursion relation [4, (8)]. Had the set {π,IKM(0,3;2k)} been algebraically dependent
overQ, we would end up with a non-zero bivariate polynomial P(x,y) ∈ Z[x,y] with integer coefficients,
such that
P
(
π,
IKM(0,3;0)
π2
)
= 0. (4.11)
This would also entail the existence of a non-zero polynomial p(x) with coefficients in Z[π], such that
p
([
Γ
(
1
3
)]6
22/3
)
= 0. (4.12)
Since 22/3 is an algebraic number, we would be able to use a resolvent technique to construct another
non-zero polynomial p˜(x) with coefficients in Z[π], such that p˜
([
Γ
(
1
3
)]6)
= 0. Thus, we would have a
non-zero bivariate polynomial P˜(x,y) ∈Z[x,y] such that P˜
(
π,Γ
(
1
3
))
= 0, which contradicts the algebraic
independence trdegQ
(
π,Γ
(
1
3
))
= 2, inferrable from Chudnovsky–Nesterenko theory. This confirms
type (B) property for IKM(0,3;2k),k ∈ Z≥0.
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Although the following formulae
IKM(1,2;0) =
2IKM(0,3;0)√
3π
, IKM(1,2;2) =
2IKM(0,3;0)
9
√
3π
+
π3
12
√
3IKM(0,3;0)
(4.13)
were not explicitly mentioned in [4, §3.3], they can be readily deduced from the methods therein [4,
between (33) and (34)], which drew on an identity of W. N. Bailey [5, (3.3)]. Recursively [4, (8)],
one can then show that the Bessel moment IKM(1,2;2k) is a rational combination of IKM(1,2;0) and
IKM(1,2;2), for every k ∈ Z≥0. This results in a type (B) classification, as in the last paragraph.
It has been known to Bailey–Borwein–Broadhurst–Glasser [4, §§5.1 and 5.10] that
IKM(2,3;2k+1)√
15π
(4.14)
is a rational combination of the “Bologna constant” C = 1
240
√
5π2
Γ
(
1
15
)
Γ
(
2
15
)
Γ
(
4
15
)
Γ
(
8
15
)
and its recip-
rocal 1
C
, for all k ∈ Z≥0. We have verified recently [46, §3] that 1π2 IKM(1,4;2k+ 1) ∈ CQ+ 1CQ (see
also the Remark at the end of §2 in this article), as previously suggested from numerical experiments by
Bailey–Borwein–Broadhurst–Glasser [4, §5.1]. After inserting C = π16
(
1− 1√
5
)
[θ(i
√
15)]4 [4, (93)] into
the closed-form evaluation of these two sequences of Bessel moments, we see that their type (B) property
immediately follows from Nesterenko’s criterion for algebraic independence trdegQ(π, [θ(i
√
15)]2) = 2
(Theorem 4.2). 
Two glaring omissions from Table III are the 2-loop vacuum diagram
IKM(0,3;1) =
∫ ∞
0
[K0(t)]
3td t =
3
4
∞
∑
k=0
[
1
(3k+1)2
− 1
(3k+2)2
]
(4.15)
and its 3-loop counterpart, given in (4.1). The irrationality of ζ(3) was proved by Apéry in the late 1970s
[2], and we still have no idea how to compute either trdegQ(ζ(3)) or trdegQ(π,ζ(3)). (According to
Zudilin [51, Conjecture 1], the algebraic independence of {π,ζ(3), ζ(5), ζ(7), ζ(9), ...} over Q “can be re-
garded as a part of mathematical folklore”.) It is currently unknown if the special L-value 43 IKM(0,3;1)
is irrational.
On a different note, we point out that sum rules for Bessel moments provide us with some weak
statements on transcendence, in the form of “one out of many”. In the theorem below, we describe some
results of this weak form.
Theorem 4.6 (Some arithmetic properties of Broadhurst–Mellit matrices). For k ∈ Z≥2, we define the
k× k Broadhurst–Mellit matricesMk and Nk as follows:
(Mk)a,b :=
∫ ∞
0
[I0(t)]
a[K0(t)]
2k+1−at2b−1d t, (4.16)
(Nk)a,b :=
∫ ∞
0
[I0(t)]
a[K0(t)]
2k+2−at2b−1d t. (4.17)
(a) For each k ∈ Z≥2, at least one element in Mk is a transcendental number, and the same is true for
Nk. If we define a rescaled matrix N˜k as (N˜k)a,b = πa(Nk)a,b, then N˜k also contains at least one
transcendental number.
(b) When k is an odd number exceeding 2, the rescaled matrix N˜k contains at least (k+1)/2 transcen-
dental numbers.
Proof. (a) The following Broadhurst–Mellit determinant formulae
detMk =
k
∏
j=1
(2 j)k− jπ j√
(2 j+1)2 j+1
, detNk =
2π(k+1)
2/2
Γ((k+1)/2)
k+1
∏
j=1
(2 j−1)k+1− j
(2 j) j
(4.18)
had been proposed in [15, Conjectures 4 and 7] and verified in [47, §4]. These non-linear sum rules
allow us to derive our conclusions from the transcendence of π.
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(b) For all m,n ∈ Z>0, the following Broadhurst–Mellit integer sequence
4
π2m+1
m+1
∑
ℓ=1
(−1)ℓ−1
(
2m
2ℓ−1
)∫ ∞
0
[πI0(t)]
2(m−ℓ)+1[K0(t)]2(m+ℓ)−1(2t)2(n+m)−3d t ∈ Z>0 (4.19)
had been discovered through numerical experiments [15, §7.7], before their algebraic proof was
found [48]. In the light of this, we see that when k ∈ 1+2Z>0, the Broadhurst–Mellit integer sequence
is applicable to the rightmost (k+1)/2 columns in N˜k, so that each one of these columns contains at
least one transcendental number. 
The arguments in the proof above deliver far fewer irrational numbers than what one could expect
from Conjecture 4.4. If the dimension formula (4.8′) indeed holds, then we will be able to say that
each row in the Broadhurst–Mellit matrix contains at most one rational number, and that the k×k matrix
contains at least (k−1)k irrational numbers.
In a recent collaboration with David Roberts (see [20, §4], [16, §3], [18, §3], [19, §5], [17, §4],
[22], [23]), David Broadhurst has discovered a lot more non-linear sum rules for the Broadhurst–Mellit
matricesMk andNk, beyond the determinant level. These empirical formulae due to Broadhurst–Roberts
revolve around the Betti matrix B = PDPT, where P is a row-wise rescaled version (by certain powers
of π) of either Mk or Nk, with transpose PT, and D is the k × k de Rham matrix filled with rational
entries, computable from a delicate algorithm. Once there is a proof for their conjecture that all the
elements of B take rational values, the conclusions of Theorem 4.6(a) will be strengthened significantly,
with a tighter bound on trdegQ(π,Mk) and trdegQ(π,Nk). According to the conjectural structure of the
Betti matrix due to Broadhurst–Roberts, the number of independent transcendentals in the corresponding
Broadhurst–Mellit matrix is much smaller than the total number of matrix elements. Currently, we only
know that trdegQ(π,M2) = 2 [46, §3] and trdeg(π,N3) ≤ 4 (Theorem 1.3).
In addition to (4.19), we have also proved a similar result for even moments [48, §3.2]:
4n
π2m
m
∑
ℓ=1
(−1)ℓ−1
(
2m−1
2ℓ−1
)∫ ∞
0
[πI0(t)]
2(m−ℓ)[K0(t)]2(m+ℓ−1)(2t)2(n+m−2) d t ∈ Z>0, (4.20)
where m,n ∈ Z>0. While this sum rule also brings us transcendence of at least one summand, as in
Theorem 4.6(b), we remind our readers of the caveat by Bailey–Borwein–Broadhurst–Glasser [4, §1]
that even Bessel moments “play no obvious rôle in quantum field theory”.
4.4. Partial results on Q-linear independence of Feynman integrals. Now, we will focus our atten-
tion on odd Bessel moments, which are relevant to perturbative computations in high energy physics. In
the next theorem, we present the current status of Conjecture 4.4.
TABLE IV. Known sequences of Bessel moments whose values of da,b :=
dimQ spanQ{IKM(a,b;2k+1)|k ∈ Z≥0} support Conjecture 4.4
a+b a b da,b Rationale
1 0 1 1 IKM(0,1;2k+1) ∈Q
2 0 2 1 IKM(0,2;2k+1) ∈Q
3 1 2 1
IKM(1,2;2k+1)√
3π
∈Q
4
0 4 2 (Apéry) ζ(3) /∈Q
1 3 1
IKM(1,3;2k+1)
π2
∈Q
5
1 4 2 (Nesterenko)
2 3 2 trdegQ(π, [θ(i
√
15)]2) = 2
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Theorem 4.7 (Dimensions of Q-vector spaces spanned by some sequences of Bessel moments). The
dimension formulae (4.8′) and (4.9′) are satisfied by the special cases listed in Table IV.
Proof. We do not need to explain the cases where the Q-linear dimension is 1.
It is known that IKM(0,4;2k+1) ∈Q+ ζ(3)Q (see [4, §4.3], as well as [3, Theorem 3.2]). Therefore,
the statement dimQ spanQ{IKM(0,4;2k+ 1)|k ∈ Z≥0} = 2 is equivalent to the Q-linear independence of
the set {1, ζ(3)}, and hence the irrationality of Apéry’s constant.
For the last two entries in Table IV, we are left to deal with π2(CQ+ 1
C
Q) and
√
15π(CQ+ 1
C
Q), where
C = π16
(
1− 1√
5
)
[θ(i
√
15)]4 is the “Bologna constant”. Nesterenko’s criterion for algebraic independence
trdegQ(π, [θ(i
√
15)]2) = 2 then brings us the desired property of Q-linear independence. 
While Conjecture 4.4 may look innocent, it already takes heavy machinery in Diophantine approx-
imation (Apéry’s and Nesterenko’s contributions) to verify the dimension formula (4.8′) against some
sequences involving 4 and 5 Bessel factors in the integrands. As mentioned before, due to unconfirmed
irrationality for IKM(0,3;1), we cannot even decide the applicability of (4.9′) to the case of 3 Bessel
factors.
We note that Tables III and IV nearly exhaust all the closed-form evaluations of Bessel moments in
terms of well-studied mathematical constants. For a “well-studied” constant, we mean that there is at
least some reliable information about its arithmetic nature.
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